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Key Goals of CORE
• Provide a workable and agreeable experimental design for
global ocean-ice models to be run for long-term climate studies
useful for addressing scientifically interesting questions.
• Establish a framework where the experimental design is flexible
and subject to refinement as the community gains experience
and provides feedback.
• Examine the behavior of ocean climate simulations within a
common framework that promotes the systematic evolution of
model realism.
• We are far from realizing these goals. What follows represents a
status report, with some questions proposed for discussion and
feedback from the community.

Proposed COREs
• CORE-I: 500 year spin-up with repeating “Normal
Year Forcing” (NYF) (Griffies etal in preparation).
• CORE-II: 50 year retrospective with interannually
varying forcing (details of design under investigation
by WGOMD and collaborators).
• CORE-III: Fresh water melt perturbation idealizing the
melt of water around Greenland (prototype documented
by Gerdes, Hurlin, and Griffies 2006, Ocean
Modelling)
• CORE-IV: Fully coupled models (more later…)

Assumptions about ocean-ice modelling
• Global ocean-ice modelling is a useful exercise.
– Provides mechanistic understandings of the ocean climate
system.
– Provides a key step towards coupled climate models.

• Comparing simulations of different global ocean-ice
models is a useful exercise:
–
–
–
–

Renders more robust understanding
Improves the models, especially by identifying outliers
Refines the experimental design, including forcing.
Promotes useful questions that otherwise would go unasked
about how to develop better models.

• Development of a protocol for running ocean-ice
models is of interest to the modelling community to
help facilitate simulation comparisons.

Difficulties with Ocean-Ice Modelling
•

Diversity in Methods
–
–
–
–

•

Each group has favorite methods to get the models running.
Each group may choose to “tune” forcing to help their simulation, but some of these
tunes are irrelevant or harmful to other models.
Each group defends their methods as reasonable and within error bars.
Many groups fail to document the details of their methods.

Inconsistencies when decouple:
–
–
–

•

Decoupling ocean-ice from interactive atmosphere-land exposes the simulations to
spurious instabilities and missed feedbacks, largely related to ambiguities in how to
specify the hydrological cycle (e.g., mixed boundary conditions and THC stability).
This problem leads to endless debates about SSS restoring (e.g., strength of the
restoring; normalization of hydrological cycle).
These inconsistencies often do not cause large-scale problems until 100s of years,
but when look in detail they may prove more problematic even for short-term.

Ambiguity in Forcing
–
–
–
–

Ocean surface fluxes are poorly known.
Developing a global dataset for running ocean-ice models is very tough.
Off-the-shelf reanalysis products are not balanced.
Contrast to the well known SST, making AMIP seem trivial compared to OMIP.

Sensitivity to surface ocean boundary
condition
•

Feedbacks are mis-represented or missing with common boundary
conditions:
– Prescribed wind speed ignores tropical feedbacks between ocean state
and atmospheric circulation.
– Prescribed atmospheric temperature ignores the oceanic temperature
advection feedback and changes in the sea ice edge.
– Restoring surface salinity introduces an unphysical feedback between
the surface fresh water fluxes and SSS.

•

WGOMD panel meetings: the road to CORE

Miami, Sep2000
–

•

Santa Fe, Mar2001
–

•

Science workshop (~100 participants): “Modelling the Southern Ocean”
Initial reports from groups using Large and Yeager (2004); aim to have peer-reviewed manuscript by end of
2006 with 4-5 modelling groups participating.

Bergen Aug2007
–
–

•

Science workshop (~100 participants): “State of the art in ocean climate models”
WGOMD recommends the use of Large and Yeager (2004) dataset for ocean+sea ice model forcing; NCAR
and GFDL to support future upgrades to the dataset.

CSIRO Hobart Nov2005
–
–

•

NCAR (Bill Large) announced development of alternative ocean+ice model forcing with repeating annual
year and interannual forcing; based on NCEP + satellites. GFDL to provide support.

GFDL Princeton Jun2004
–
–

•

Start of Pilot-OMIP using German (MPI) repeating annual mean forcing (based on ECMWF)
Recognition of the nontrivial nature of developing a suitable dataset to force global ocean+ice models on
centennial and longer time scales

Villefranche Apr2003
–

•

Meeting was the first of many to discuss metrics for ocean climate model evaluation. Also launched the
Pilot-OMIP.

MPI Hamburg, May2002
–
–

•

Led to the review paper “Developments in Ocean Climate Models” (Griffies et al, Ocean Modelling 2000).

Science workshop (~100 participants): “State of the art in numerical methods for ocean climate models”; coorganized with Layered Ocean Model leadership.
Report on the CORE-I results (seven ocean-ice models run 500 years).

Exeter April2009
–
–
–

Science workshop (~140 participants): “Mesoscale eddies: observations, representations, and
parameterizations”
CORE-I paper published (Griffies et al, Ocean Modelling 2009)
Extensive discussions of CORE-II

Miami/RSMAS: Sept 2000
•
•
•
•

•

•

Panel members: Boening (chair), Bryan,
Chassignet, Griffies, Gerdes, Hasumi, Hirst,
Treguier, Webb
Discussion of model development, with
focus on global models planned for IPCCAR4.
Highlighted need to develop suite of model
metrics for use in evaluating simulations. An
ongoing theme!
Panel members’ homework to summarize
model development in their local sphere led
to a review paper “Developments in Ocean
Climate Models” (Griffies etal, Ocean
Modelling 2000) which documented the
state-of-the-art in ocean climate models.
Gerdes presented results from German
OMIP (MPI-HOPE and AWI-MOM2) which
initiated the idea of a broad based ocean-ice
model comparison project.
German OMIP used the MPI-dataset from
Frank Roeske, based on ECMWF. This
dataset is proposed for a pilot comparison
project.

WGOMD

Santa Fe: May 2001
•

Panel members: Boening (chair), Bryan,
Chassignet, Griffies, Gerdes (missing),
Hasumi, Hirst, Treguier, Webb
• Formal proposal for WGOMD sponsored
pilot-OMIP managed by Frank Bryan. Seven
groups volunteered to participate. Use the
MPI-Roeske dataset to force the models.
Allow modellers to use their own bulk
formulae and methods for salinity restoring.
100 year runtime.
• Discussed importance of standard metrics for
use in evaluating ocean simulations.
• In general, the difficulty of designing an
OMIP was under-estimated (forcing data,
experimental design, bulk formulae,
integration length). Additionally, many of the
main players were committed to developing
coupled climate models for AR4, with that
work complementary to the ocean-ice OMIP
simulations, but often at the cost of fully
developing the ocean-ice experimental design
and code framework. These issues would
plague the project for the next few years.

WGOMD with guests

Hamburg/MPI: May 2002
•
•
•
•
•

Panel members: Boening (chair), Bryan, Chassignet, Griffies,
Gerdes, Hasumi, Hirst, Treguier, Webb
Focused discussion on PILOT-OMIP.
Larry Gates (founder of AMIP) encouraged us to move
forward with OMIP as coordinated through PCMDI.
Mojib Latif noted that modellers would not fully agree on a
forcing dataset, so we should just agree on one set and run the
models using the same protocol.
However, we were still missing some points:
– Modellers agreed only on a rough experimental design. Some
were even doing ocean-only runs, which are distinctly not the
focus. Such is fine for testing purposes, but precluded a focused
comparison.
– Not all centres had been routinely running ocean-ice simulations
using prescribed atmospheric data; most either ran ocean-alone
or fully coupled climate models. Hence, code needed to be
developed, and that added much time to the project.
– The nontrivial sensitivity of simulations to different bulk
formulae was not yet appreciated.
– 100 year simulations still considered adequate, but later were
seen to be insufficient for overturning circulation (could have
been guessed!).
– The inability of the modelling centres to agree on the forcing
dataset precluded the buy-in from some key players (e.g.,
NCAR).

WGOMD with guests

Villefranche-sur-Mer 2003
•
•
•

•

•

Panel members: Boening (chair), Bryan,
Chassignet, Griffies, Gerdes, Hasumi, Hirst,
Treguier, Webb
Broad discussion and debate of datasets used
to force ocean-ice simulations.
Bill Large from NCAR highlighted some
egregious problems with the ECMWF and
NCEP reanalysis data, which is the basis for
the Roeske forcing fields from MPI
(ECMWF). He proposed a new product
based on NCEP with satellite products
replacing certain reanalysis fields.
WGOMD chose to pursue the NCAR data in
order to entrain the bulk of the modeling
community. GFDL in particular agreed to
work closely with NCAR to prototype their
dataset with a GFDL-MOM configuration.
Another reason to eschew the MPI dataset
was that is became clear it was poorly
supported (Roeske leaving the field), and
thus became a risky choice for large
comparison projects.

WGOMD and guests with Atlantic Panel

•

Princeton/GFDL 2004

Panel members: Boening (chair), Bryan,
Chassignet, Drange, Griffies, Gerdes, Hasumi,
England (missing; replaced Hirst), Treguier,
Banks (replaced Webb)
• Community feedback: comparison of global
ocean-ice models is of scientific interest, so the
development of a WGOMD sanctioned common
benchmark simulation is highly useful.
• The interest in establishing a formal OMIP was
less clear at this point, given the many questions
of how to run an ocean-ice model with large
uncertainties in forcing data
• CORE proposed as a scientifically interesting
exercise whereby a number of groups will run the
Large and Yeager (2004) dataset forcing their
global ocean-ice models for 500 years. No
WGOMD + workshop participants
pretense (yet) that this is an OMIP, so no efforts
(yet) made to involve PCMDI.

Hobart/CSIRO 2005
•

Panel members: Boening (co-chair), Banks,
Chassignet, Drange, England, Gerdes (exofficio), Greatbatch (missing), Griffies (cochair), Hasumi, Holland (replaced Bryan),
Treguier
• Results from 500 year CORE-I simulations
starting to be submitted (CCSM-POP, GFDLMOM, ORCA-OPA). However, other interested
groups remain unable to get the code together,
develop an appropriate experimental design, nor
garner sufficient computer time.
• Early results point to the sensitivity of
simulations to fresh water forcing. How strong
should salinity be restored? This question was
left for each model group to decide. No formal
recommendation made part of the CORE design.
• With only three groups, and with no isopycnal
nor hybrid models, the project remained subcritical.

WGOMD and guests

Bergen 2007
•

•

Panel members: Boening (emiritus), Banks,
Chassignet, Drange, England (absent), Gerdes
(emiritus), Greatbatch, Griffies (chair), Tsujino,
Danagasoglu (representing Holland), Madec,
Treguier (emiritus)
Seven ocean-ice models run for 500 years with
Large and Yeager (2004).
– four geopotential
– two isopycnal
– one hybrid

•
•

CORE-I has reached a critical mass
Wide variety of results, with more questions raised
than answered.
– Broad comparison projects such as this achieve much
by raising questions, which then motivate further
research.
– Without the comparison, questions remain unasked,
and thus unanswered.

•

•

Peer-review document with ~20 authors to be
submitted to Ocean Science (EGU online journal
founded by David Webb—former WGOMD
member).
More future efforts to focus on CORE-II

WGOMD and guests in Bergen

Exeter 2009
•
•
•

Panel members: Boening (emiritus), Banks, Chassignet, Drange (incoming
chair), Marsland, Gerdes (emiritus), Greatbatch, Griffies (outgoing chair),
Tsujino, Danagasoglu (incoming chair), Madec, Treguier (emiritus)
CORE-I paper published in Ocean Modelling. 7 models run 500 years. 24 coauthors.
More future efforts to focus on CORE-II over next years, with much interest and
ongoing activity (in between running coupled climate models for IPCC!)

WGOMD and guests in Exeter

Atmospheric Dataset used for CORE
• Large and Yeager (2004): Provide a balanced atmospheric state
based on a hybrid of
– NCEP reanalysis
– Satellite products
– “Adjustments”

• Normal year is based on statistical average of 50 year interannual
data, plus sample synoptic variability.
• NCAR bulk formulae are used to compute fluxes based on
prescribed atmospheric state and evolving SST and currents.
– Differences in bulk formulae yield large differences in fluxes, which then
corrupt comparisons.

• Many caveats come with Large and Yeager (2004). Nonetheless,
– It continues to be refined based on new data and input from the modelling
community.
– It is supported by two modelling centres (NCAR and GFDL).
– Hence, there is good reason for WGOMD to recommend its use for CORE.

Surface Hydrology Restoring

•
•

Water/salt fluxes derived from salinity restoring over top grid cell.
Weak restoring (50m/4years) used in standard CCSM and MPI, with GFDLMOM also running a case, but resulting in spurious oscillations/instabilities.
• Moderate restoring used by remaining (50m/300days), with KNMI-MICOM
regionally stronger.
• Normalization applied to keep net water/salt input to ocean-ice system under
balance. Something must be done in absence of atmosphere-land.
• Note: each of the models performed this normalization differently, and this may
play an important role in the long-term stability of the circulation.

Large and Yeager (2004) Dataset

• Note: river runoff is annual mean. Kiel has considered
alternatives (e.g., rivers from Roeske’s MPI dataset), especially
in the Arctic, due to sensitivity of Atlantic MOC to fresh water
coming south from Arctic.
• NOTE: there have been complaints that NCEP precip is too
large in northern high latitudes, thus prejudicing some models to
produce an unstable MOC.

Some results from CORE-I

Models Having Run CORE-I
• Seven groups in CORE-I study: AR4 class
ocean-ice climate models

Some Model Features

•
•
•
•
•
•

CCSM simulations use same ice model and same horz grid.
GFDL simulations use same ice model and nearly same horz grid.
KNMI-MICOM is most coarse in vertical and horizontal.
GFDL simulations have most vertical degrees of freedom (50)
CCSM and GFDL have most horizontal degrees of freedom.
CCSM and MPI displace coordinate pole near Labrador Sea, whereas
remaining models use tripolar grid.
• KNMI-MICOM uses simplest ice model.
• All models have enhanced equatorial meridional resolution, except MPI.

Metrics Compared from Models
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time series of horizontally averaged T/S drift from initial state
Mean of years 491-500 SST and SSS relative to observations.
Monthly heat content versus SST at year 50 at OWS ECHO
Time series of annual mean sea ice concentration in NH and SH
Mean March and Sept sea ice concentrations for years 491-500
Equatorial Pacific thermocline temperature and zonal velocity
for years 491-500
Maximum mixed layer depth in years 491-500
Anomalous zonal mean T/S averaged for years 491-500
Northward global heat transport averaged over years 491-500
Time series of annual mean time series of Drake Passage
transport
Time series of annual mean Atlantic MOC index (max at 45N)
Atlantic and Global overturning streamfunctions averaged over
years 491-500.

Evolution of Global
X,Y-Mean Temp

Atlantic Overturning Index

Why 500 Years? Identify Instabilities
GFDL-MOM simulations with
two surface SSS restoring:
-unstable: 50m/4years
-stable: 50m/300days
100 years too short to see
instability.
Same ocean-ice is stable in
GFDL CM2.1 coupled model.
So oscillatory instability is
considered an artifact of
decoupling from atmosphereland.
ORCA2 shows analogous
instabilities whereas MPI,
and CCSM are apparently stable

Drake Passage Transport

CORE-I Conclusions A
• After multiple years and lots of false-starts, it appears
that a reasonable prototype experimental design has
been established for global ocean-ice simulations.
• An example 500 year CORE-I completed by seven
groups.
• More questions than answers have been raised.
– Such is the norm for a “come as you are”
comparison.
– Numerous questions would go unasked absent a
comparison.
– This provocative component is arguably the most
valuable result from these sorts of comparisons.

CORE-I Conclusions B
•
•

Many models perform similarly in tropics (though with notable outliers).
Otherwise, there are major differences, which mainly point to differences in
model configurations and algorithms.
• KNMI-MICOM is the clear outlier in all metrics. Perhaps too coarse, or perhaps
fundamental problems with the algorithms.
• Some aspects of the two CCSM and the two GFDL simulations are quite similar
amongst themselves, though differ between. This difference highlights
importance of ice component and details of ice albedo formulation (which differ
between GFDL and CCSM).
• Stability of Atlantic MOC was an issue for some models in CORE-I, causing the
project to falter for many years. Hypotheses:
– Dataset has too much fresh water in high latitudes.
– Annual mean river input over full year should be switched to more realistic seasonal
cycle.
– Stable models (CCSM and MPI, with displaced pole placing fine resolution near Lab
Sea) may resolve Atlantic currents better, reducing the ability of fresh Arctic water
from halting the THC by advecting fresh water faster through convection regions;
– Weak SSS restoring places some models to one side of the mixed boundary condition
instability, and other models to the other side.
– Full answer perhaps a combination of the above.

Status of CORE-I
• Various groups continue to use this experiment for
development and comparison purposes.
• It is especially useful in the early stages of model
development to establish benchmark simulation
features.
• No plans to pursue a second major comparison project
centered on CORE-I, though that could change if
sufficient interest arises.

CORE-II: Interannually forced simulation
• Forced ocean-ice climate models using atmospheric state
1948-2007
• Scientific uses
– Mechanisms of “observed” ocean-ice climate system (e.g., NAtl
variability; mechanisms of ocean warming; biogeochemical
cycles, etc.)
– Evaluate ocean-ice simulations by comparing to direct observed
record, rather than just a climatology as in CORE-I.
– Examine the need/utility of methods used for state estimation.
Namely, can forced models simulate certain features better than
state estimation?
• Issues/Difficulties
– Initialization/spinup: how long to run prior to analysis period?
– Salinity forcing (as in CORE-I normal year simulations)
– How to cycle through the climatology? Should 31Dec2007 return to
01Jan1948 without any transition?

CORE II
Aim to develop a well defined and fully documented experimental
design to ensure robust results which can be reproduced by other groups
• Forcing datasets (Large and Yeager, 2004 and 2008)
• Bulk formulae
• Restoring terms
Strong SSS relax
• Coupling methods
Strong SSS relax
• Integration times
Weak SSS relax + restoring
• Analysis methods

From Helge Drange, Bergen

Lohmann et al (2008, 2009)

Status of CORE-II
• Various groups are assessing the experimental design
– Salinity restoring
– Length of spinup
– Flux + restore
– Conjecture: each group will proceed as they find
most useful, with general agreement to not fully
agree on details.
• Ongoing collaboration with plans for scientific study
of North Atlantic variability in suite of models using
the CORE-II approach.

Discussion Questions

Discussion question: How to get a longer
forcing dataset for ocean-ice models?
• Compo et al. (2006): 100+ year reanalysis
• Can this dataset be the basis to force ocean-ice models?
• Suffers from many of the problems identified by Large and
Yeager, but
– Would the advantages of having a longer simulation outweigh
disadvantages?
– Or could there be a middle ground, where Compo is blended into Large
and Yeager?

Discussion question: optimal model
development framework
• Is there a better way to design an experimental framework to
systematically study ocean-ice model differences with direct
implications for coupled simulations?
• Many differences noted by Gokhan on Day1 motivate
methods to systematically evaluate the zoo of approaches.
• What about multiple ocean-ice models coupled to same
atmosphere/land model? Here are some starts:
• GFDL: MOM4/GOLD
• CCSM: POP/HYCOM
• HadCM3: Bryan-Cox/HYCOM
• Can we (should we) extend these examples to more models?
• Imagine our next ocean climate model development meeting
where all ocean-ice simulations are run in the same coupled
model framework…Imagine…(John Lennon and Isaac Held)

Discussion question: NCAR/GFDL comparison
focused on NAtl (and Arctic) variability and change
•
•

NAtl variability: models are wildly different.
NCAR and GFDL are pursuing a close collaboration on various aspects of
Atlantic variability and predictability, using separate coupled models.
• Atlantic differences associated with ocean overflows (presumably better in
CCSM and CM2G) are fundamental to mechanisms of Atlantic variability.
•

Sea ice formulation differences are major: are they important in practice?

Discussion question: NCAR/GFDL comparison
focused on NAtl (and Arctic) variability and change
•

Proposal: Bring latest CCSM ocean-ice component into GFDL coupled
model framework.
• Provide added, and powerful, tool for investigating robustness of Atlantic
(and Arctic) climate questions (and many others, such as ENSO, Southern
Ocean, etc)
• Facilitate GFDL upgrading its sea ice model capabilities.
• Begin to realize the vision of having ocean-ice models assessed in the same
coupled context.
GFDL atmos/land model; distinct ocean/ice

Distinct model component elements

CM2.1 (MOM4.0/SIS)

CM2.4 (1/4 deg MOM4p1/SIS; 1deg atmos)

CM2M (MOM4p1/SIS)

CM2.5 (1/4deg MOM4p1/SIS; ½ deg atmos)

CM2G (GOLD/SIS)

CM2.6 (1/10deg MOM4p1/SIS; ½ deg atmos)

CM2-PC (POP/CSIM)

CCSM

